This manual is arranged in two sections. They are the Car Section and the Unit Repair Section. (This is explained just before page 1-1)

According to the Car Section where are specification charts always located?

What is contained in the Unit Repair Section?

Where is the table of contents?

Where is the Index?

What page is the Index on for a Ford Probe?

Where do you begin to look for information on brakes for a Ford Probe?

What is the first step to removing the master cylinder on the Ford Probe?

In the Unit Repair section, what page do you go to for information on how to bleed the brakes?

In the Unit Repair section, what is the first step to manually bleeding the brakes?

For a Pontiac Grand Prix (rear wheel drive), what size engine is an engine code H? (This is in Specifications)

What page can you find that information on?

Name two of General Motors “A” Body cars.